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She's rich, complex and has a whole body like no one else. Born from the hills of Napa, she brings with her deep knowledge of winemaking culture. No, we're not talking about your wife or movie star. we are talking about pax wine cellar in 2005 Syrah Obsidian [source: Pax Wine Cellar]. We all know that
when wine is born, it's really just a bunch of grape juice, water, yeast and maybe even exotic spices. But it ages and ferments in tanks and barrels for months or years, and then is packed and shipped away to be enjoyed or stored for further aging and development [source: Olive Garden]. That's where the
wine cellar comes in. Advertising Since the days of Plato and his symposium, men and women have been making, enjoying and documenting their wine, and today, wine cellars come about as many varieties as the wine drinkers who build them. There is an above-ground cellar or wine room, an
underground cellar and a small cellar that has fewer than 500 bottles and can be known as your wardrobe. And there are wine cooler or fridge units as well [source: Consumer Reports]. While each of these storage spaces can be purchased or built to meet the needs of the collector, there are two distinct
differences in the cellars: they can be either active or passive, which means that the temperature is controlled (active) or passive (built underground) [source: The Wine Rack Shop]. Different wines need different temps, so knowing that your reds from your whites will make a difference in how you store
them [source: Consumer Reports]. We will explore the world of wine cellars in this article, and once you have developed an appreciation for all this, we will explain how you can make your own. Photo: Beall + Thomas Photography Each Enofil indulged in the fantasy of building a unique wine paradise,
whether a classic cave cooled by earth or a high-tech, climate-controlled hideaway where beloved bottles can be stored and savoured. The most beautiful wine cellars in the world, a new book of beautiful color photographs, collects both private and public safes, many created by virtuoso interior
designers. No matter what your favorite vintage, they will provide inspiration for your personal treasure house. The most beautiful wine cellar in the world, $89.50; VdH Books. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Photographer: Andrew French Today, an American love of wine spurred by the collection and entertainment revolution. As more people become collectors, there is an increased desire to create wonderful spaces at home
where they can store, sip, and share them. No longer are wine cellars tucked-away dungeon, visited only by staff taking charming bottles for guests. Wine cellar rose, quite become part of the fun matrix – one that takes luxurious design aesthetics and ingenious storage solutions. The results are thus
inviting them to encourage their owners, and perhaps more importantly guests, to spend meaningful time cashing in each glass. Click here to see six wine cellars perfect for fun. From Life with Wine: Avid collectors, sophisticated cellars and other rooms for fun, enjoyment and imbibing. By Samantha
Nestor, copyright 2009 Clarkson Potter/Randomhouse. To buy, visit randomhouse.com. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
Installing a window or door in the floor may seem ridiculous, but if that window or door leads to wine? Brilliant. So if your collection of reds and whites means infinitely more than your shoes and handbags, maybe you should skip the wardrobe renovation. Instead, devote your revamp budget to an easily
accessible wine cellar with a window or door in the floor of your kitchen or living room that leads down a spiral staircase with wine stocked in the walls. So, you'll always be just steps away from happy hour. Via LittleThings.com and Houzz This content is created and maintained by a third party and
imported to this site to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io I have a small rack in the corner of my kitchen for red wine, and I keep bottles of white in my fridge. Then why do I need a special wine cooler? ADAM
STRUM (Editor and publisher, wine enthusiast magazine): Ach, look, this is a very popular misconception. Most people think they should have white wines chilled and their red wines at room temperature, but nothing could be further from the truth. Your kitchen fridge is too cold! The optimal condition for
storing wine is between 53 and 57 degrees, and between 60 and 70 percent humidity. Although it's mainly red that age and ripe, storage temperatures apply to all wines - white, red, sparkling, or pink. But what if it's time for a glass? When you serve wine, it's a completely different thing. White, sparkling
wines and rosé wines should be further cooled to 44 to 48 degrees and red should be set to reach approximately 62 degrees. Why do they have to be treated so dearly? Because if the wine is kept too warm instead, it matures too quickly and can go wrong. Too cold a climate can slow down natural aging
and wine never grows, never matures. Light is bad for wine, too. And if the bottle is not laid horizontally in a rack, with the cork reduced, then the cork dried out and the air can penetrate. All you have left is really nice vinegar for salad. Most they are consumed within a week of purchase, but for people who
have harvested or even want to put 6 or 12 bottles around, a nice little wine fridge is a really handy idea. Okay, I'm convinced. But I really don't have room for another refrigerator. There's size for every need, from cellars to six bottles to custom-built walk-in wine cellars that have 60,000. Wait, cellar or
fridge? There are basically two types, a wine cellar and a wine fridge or fridge. The cellar has both temperature and temperature, that's what winemakers listen to. Then there are refrigerators that maintain temperature but do not control moisture. The real wave is now for thermoelectric because they are
more green - they use less energy, and don't use chemical coolants like traditional refrigerators. So what should I buy? Get a small fridge that can sit on the kitchen counter, either 6 or 8 or even 12 bottles. They're really cheap, less than $200. Be sure to have a digital subtraction that shows the
temperature, and nice sliding shelves to make it easier to see the labels. Look for UV-protected glass on the door. It protects the wine and it's also nice looking. Wine bottles and labels are like art, so displaying them can give you a real sense of pleasure. And for those who don't live in a small apartment?
Many people are planning their new kitchen with built-in, under-the-counter wine cellars. A refrigerator with 32 bottles fits nicely in the basket compaction area. Most people who collect have between 50 and 150 bottles of wine. After that, you can integrate the cellar into your kitchen cabinet, which has a
double door - one side for the cellar, the other for cooling the white for serving. EuroCave, the French company that I think is the best name in the business, makes an upright fridge that you could put in the living room, it's so attractive. There are a portfolio of cellars that are wine fridges built into furniture,
and shacks and credenzas that would work in every room in the house. You can do a custom installation in an empty closet or convert the basement into a walk-in cellar. Isn't that expensive enough for an average home? It all depends. Custom basements can range from $3,000 to $300,000. Bet on me:
How long will a bottle of wine last when it is opened? I'm afraid just one day. As soon as the air gets there, it starts to oxidize. ADAM STRUM IS CHAIRMAN AND CO-FOUNDER OF THE SOCIETY OF WINE ENTHUSIASTS; WINEENTHUSIAST.COM This content is created and maintained by a third



party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this piano.io similar content to small and friendly, this boutique vitéka has down-to-earth access to its products, which is a great place to hit if you can't tell the difference between
pinot noir and pinot grigio. Professional staff and regular are part of the mixture. By Kristi DavisAdding the wine cellar can help your home's value when you sell your home, and it's one of the best ways to show off your valuable wine bottles. You can add a wine cellar anywhere in your home – all you have
to do is find a free place to store your collection. You'd be surprised what you can do with those spaces. Here are a few ideas: Dining Room Wine Displayswhich better place to show off your wine collection than in a place where you wine and eat? If you want to enjoy those lovely lunches and dinners with
family and friends surrounded by wine, then the dining room wine display is perfect. Wine racks built into the dining room make a great conversation piece, not to mention make your wine bottles very accessible. You don't want to run out of wine at the dinner table of course, but if you do, you don't have to
run into the basement or wine room on the other side of your house to get another bottle. Whether your wines are encased in a glass wine cabinet or openly displayed in individual wine storage racks, wine dining displays are a great addition to your home. TransformationAhh closet, wine cellar closet.
Spatial limitations should not prevent you from building your own space for wine and cabinets converted into wine rooms, this proves. As long as you have an excellent designer who can maximize your wardrobe space, the right cooling system in place and nice, minimal lighting, you're good to go. When it
comes to wine racks, why you can enjoy the styles of the wine rack and the types of wood you see in larger wine rooms. Just remember, space is not why not build a wine cellar. No matter how little room for your wine bottles, wine cellar designers can own to build the perfect wine cellar closet for you.
Tasting Rooms and Home BarsAlthat you love those fabulous wine displays in your favorite bars and restaurants? The good news is that you can build it in your own home. Have fun playing with the design, because you can incorporate several elements of the wine bar when building a home bar. In fact,
what we love about tasting rooms and home bars is that you can combine all the great elements of large wine bars such as individual storage racks and large cabinet storage baskets, mesh cabinets, elegant arches with a hanging wine glass rack and a shiny, functional table top. Having your own tasting
room and/or home bar will definitely make your wine tasting experience and bonding moments with family and friends more memorable. Beneath The Staircase TransformingClueless on what to do with that extra property under the stairs? Make it into a wine store! All that extra space under the staircase
could take advantage of the transformation, and the wine display area would be perfect. In this case, you can get really creative with the design, because your wine cellar can create a unique look look Wine racks of different shapes and sizes, angular or curved corners and racks of different heights and
widths can be put together nicely to fit your space to achieve a truly custom look. You really can't let all that space under the stairs stay naked, so if there's no other wine cellar space in the house, it's the perfect place for a wine collection. Basement wine cellarsNeeds do not simply store additional junk, or
stay as a tornado shelter.  For centuries, bottles of wine have been stored in dark, damp caves to be aged well, but today the substitute for the most perfect conditions in the caves is your home basement. That's right - because it's dark down there and away from the sunlight, the home basement is the
best place to store wines. With today's modern wine cooling systems, excellent wine cellar lighting and a selection of wood that will last for years, building a wine cellar in the basement is ideal for wine enthusiasts who find nothing but the best storage system for their wines. If you have a more spacious
basement, the better, because the possibilities are endless when it comes to wine cellar design! Garage RenovationSuchn't a basement, a closet and no free space for a wine cellar? Turn to your garage! It's also a great choice for building a wine cellar in your home because you have plenty of space. A lot
of space means more freedom in your wine cellar design, and that means you can turn your garage into the wine bar of your dreams. Why, you can turn it into a place not only for storing wines, but also for gathering friends and family. Just throw in some fabulous tables and chairs, and you can have your
wine tasting party right there. As in the basement, the garage-turned-wine cellar offers endless design options, from wine cellar doors, to your wine racks and even floors and ceilings! Kristi Davis is an interactive marketing manager for wine cellar innovation, wine rack manufacturer and designer of her
own wine cellars. She likes to see enthusiastic wine lovers create the wine cellar of their dreams and watch that dream go from paper to reality. Reality.
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